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You, in your own life of understanding, will come
upon this strange energy which is incorruptible.
This energy is the highest form of intelligence.
Krishnamurti in Santa Monica, 26 March 1972

THERE IS NO MEANS TO REALITY
I think this morning we ought to talk about and share together naturally
the question of how to have not only abundant physical energy but also
a quality of energy that is not purely physical. Not energy brought about
through friction, struggle, but a quality of energy that is totally different.
Because we need a great deal of energy, not only to change ourselves in
the light of our own understanding of ourselves; we also need a great deal
of energy to change the social order, to bring about a different society, a
different culture.
Thought has brought about energy in its conflict with others and in
conflict with itself. Aggressive, separative thought has brought a great
deal of friction, and this friction has given us considerable energy. There
is much physical energy, but we also need a different kind of energy that
is not the result of conflict, struggle, competition, and the endless sorrow,
which has its own energy.
We see that we need a new quality of energy; not personal energy or
a collective energy; not of any particular group, country, or any religious
belief and dogma; but an energy of a totally different dimension that is
outside of all human conflict.
I don’t quite know how deeply I can go into this with you. I am chiefly
concerned with religion. All religions, whatever their organization,
beliefs, dogmas, have tried to capture an energy that is not brought
about by thought. I am not talking about what the priests have invented
throughout the world, but of a religion that has nothing whatsoever to
do with any dogma, belief, ritual, and that is not the product of cunning
thought, contriving to shape man’s behaviour. We are talking of religion
which is of the highest.
We are talking of a totally different kind of religion in which there are
no saviours, masters, authority, in which the priest doesn’t intervene, a
religion in which there is direct perception. That very perception brings
about its own order, its own vitality, its own energy. As far as I can
understand, some religious teachers have tried to convey the quality of
this energy which brings about order in existence. This energy is not
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the result of the friction with which we are quite familiar, in which the
more aggressive and competitive you are, the more energy you have. We
are talking of an energy that comes through the total understanding of
consciousness, and going beyond it.
Your consciousness—that is you—is its content. The content is the
quality of that consciousness. Whether that content is superficial, petty,
narrow, bigoted, or clever, erudite, capable of great sacrifice, great wisdom,
it is still the content of consciousness. If you observe it closely, isn’t
your consciousness made up of your racial inheritance, the communal
collective beliefs, culture, morality? It is also made up of various beliefs,
dogmas, fears, pleasures, and so on. That consciousness is you. And
because of its content, it must always be limited, it must always have
borders within the confines of which the content functions and lives.
Are we meeting each other? Please, this is very serious. I want to go
into this very, very deeply if I can, because perhaps a few of us can capture
this. By “capture”, I do not mean you can hold it, just as you cannot hold
the heavens in your fist or the sea in your hands. But, if you give your
attention somewhat to it, you can come upon it. And it seems to me
this is most essential if we are to create quite a different kind of culture, a
different kind of society, morality.
Our consciousness is always limited, whether it is conscious or
unconscious. The division between consciousness and its deeper layers
is quite artificial. The psychologists, the analysts and the latest theorists
want to shape man at the very root of the unconscious, because we
cannot be changed superficially. We are too well established in habitual
ways of life—anger, jealousy, aggression, competition, calling oneself a
Catholic, a Protestant or what you will. Apparently superficial things
have not changed man. He is still brutal, vicious, eager to kill on the least
provocation in a society in which mothers are quite willing to destroy
their children through war. Superficially, apparently, human beings
are almost impossible to change, so some think that if there is a radical
change unconsciously, perhaps it will affect the outer behaviour. So there
is great endeavour going on: organised religions have done it in the name
of God, in the name of fear, through reward and punishment, hell and
heaven. That has failed. Education has failed.
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So there are those who are trying to affect the unconscious, to
condition it much more so that the conscious mind conforms or acts
according to the dictates of the unconscious. That is all within the field
of consciousness. In examining all this—and I have been doing this for
the last fifty or sixty years of my life—I find in myself and in others that
real transformation of the mind and the heart does not lie within the field
of consciousness, it lies outside it.
The problem then arises: how is it possible to empty the whole content
of consciousness so that there is a different mind, a different intelligence, a
sense of compassion, love, which can function within the given culture?
You see, to put it differently, I can change myself through will,
through determination, through every form of compulsion. Whether
that compulsion is reward or punishment, I can learn to behave, not
be aggressive, not be competitive, not be greedy, envious, and all the
things that have brought about this unfortunate, insane society. That is
fairly easy. I can set about doing it consciously, determine consciously
to pursue a certain path, and the conscious then accepts it, follows it.
But that remains very superficial because it is still within the field of
the known, still within the field of time, within the field of superficial
activity; and therefore my life remains ordinary, mediocre, rather petty,
doing good here and there, and so on. The mind says that is not good
enough, that is still a bourgeois life, whether it is lived in America or in
China or in Russia. So the mind tries to find out if there is a way of living
in which conflict totally ceases, and action then is of total intelligence
and not within the field of consciousness with its content.
Then my question to myself is: how am I, how is the mind—which
is so conditioned, which functions irrationally and at rare occasions
rationally—to transform itself? How is that mind to transform itself
without conflict and have an energy that is totally different from the
energy that is brought about through conflict? How is the mind to have
an energy that never deteriorates, an energy that renews itself all the time,
without any motive? Having put that question to myself, I now want
to find out how to empty, purgate, wash out, this petty little mind, with
all its ambitions and crudities and cunningness and shoddiness. How is
this possible?
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Are you putting this question to yourself? In putting that question
to oneself, who is going to answer it? Any teacher, any guru, any book?
If they do, they are not the teachers. You know, most teachers, gurus,
unfortunately have had some kind of experience, and they blow it up to
the heavens. They think that one experience resolves all our problems.
It doesn’t.
So there is nobody to answer this question about a total revolution
in oneself. It is not a revolution of blood and bombs and destruction
and killing people. Killing people in order to have peace, killing people
in order to bring about a new society is all too immature, too childish,
too brutal, too meaningless. But the mind and the heart must have a
radical revolution. And that revolution cannot be brought about by will,
because will means friction. It cannot be brought about by a new series
of ideologies, because that is still within the field of the known. So, as
nobody can answer this, what is the mind to do? What are you to do?
In asking this question, I see that the whole movement within the field
of consciousness is the movement of thought, which is the response of
memory, which is knowledge, the known. Whether thought is conscious
or hidden, it is the whole movement of thought that limits consciousness,
because thought is the response of the known. There is no question
about that. If you did not know your name, where you live, what your
job is, you would be in a state of amnesia. But thought is the response of
the known: knowledge, experience, memory.
Thought has created the most marvellous things in the world, and
thought has also brought about devastating havoc in the world: wars;
the utter lack of relationship with one another; thought has destroyed in
the name of Christianity probably more people than anybody else in the
world. Thought is consciousness, and any action by thought, however
subtle, however lovely, however free it may consider itself to be, is still
within the pattern of the old.
So the next question is: can thought function in one field, logically,
sanely and rationally, and in the other field be completely silent? That
is, can thought stop? Can thought, as time, as movement within the
field of the known, stop, and come into action only when the known
has to function? That is, when knowledge has to operate, can it operate
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without the ‘me’, who is aggressive, competitive, fearful, wanting power,
position, pleasure, so that when knowledge is demanded in action, it acts
completely, without the division which is brought about by thought as
the ‘me’? My question is: can thought stop so that there is a different
quality of energy altogether? Because thought has brought about a great
deal of energy and a great deal of mischief. I see thought cannot bring
about a radical revolution within the mind and within the heart, so can
thought come to an end but operate when it is necessary?
Now we are going to find out, we are going to go into this question
carefully, with real, earnest inquiry. Because, you see, when thought
comes to an end, something new takes place. This is what people who
talk about meditation have tried. There are groups all trying to bring
about a cessation of thought so that a new quality of energy can come
into being. I have watched all this, the speaker has watched all this for
many years, gone into it. For the speaker, all these are rather immature,
childish and ultimately meaningless. I will show you why, because you
have to understand this, because you are surrounded by all these things.
If you go into this sufficiently—into it yourself, not according to
anybody—you will find that thought must stop sometime, so that you
can see things differently, you can see differently. That is absolutely so. If
you are chattering all the time, as you are—comparing, judging, forming
opinions—obviously there is no space for something new to take place.
Only when the mind is still, quiet, completely motionless, then perhaps
there is something new taking place. Not new in terms of the old, not in
terms of the known, but something totally different.
...
There are systems, methods of meditation all wanting to still the mind,
to make the mind completely quiet. If you have tried one method, all
other methods are the same. The method is daily practice. . . . You sit
straight and you practise. The more you practise, the more mechanical
you become. The practice will produce what you desire. What you desire
is the highest form of pleasure, whether it is enlightenment, whether it is
God, whether it is your super-sexual demands. Whatever it is, it is still a
mechanical pursuit and therefore still within the field of the known. You
hope through the known to jump off, but you have never understood
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what the known is. How can you jump off something if you have not laid
the foundation rightly? If your life is not righteous, orderly, sane, where
is the foundation? For those people who want to meditate, it is much
better not to meditate. It is only an escape. But if you give your attention
to bring about order in your life, not according to some psychologist but
in the light of your own understanding of yourself, in the light of your
own inquiry, out of that order comes the real action from which you can
move, in which you can go very far.
So, any form of discipline, any form of contrivance to force you to
behave so that you have a mind that is quiet, since it is contrived by
thought it is limited. There are meditations to train you to be attentive.
You pay attention to your toe and gradually work up. It is all so infantile.
It doesn’t matter whether the ancient monks in Zen monasteries practise
it or you practise it in a quiet or noisy room or a room filled with smog,
because attention means attention to what you are doing in daily life:
attention to the way you talk, the way you walk, the way you think, to be
attentive to that. And you cannot be attentive if you are controlling.
So you begin to see that control has no place in meditation. But you
ask how you are to control thought. Controlling thought is not the
ending of thought. Who is the controller? It is another part of the mind,
another segment of thought which says, ‘I must control in order to behave,
in order to achieve, in order to be enlightened.’ When you control, in
that there is contradiction, there is conflict, there is suppression, and all
the neurotic habits that those who are controlling have—and that those
who do not control also have. Thought cannot be stopped by control.
Thought cannot be brought to an end by will. Will is another part of
desire. It is desire that says, ‘I want to control in order to achieve heaven,
God, truth.’ You cannot achieve it, you cannot invite it. Your house
must be in order. That is your only concern.
Thought can only come to an end naturally, easily, without conflict.
And it comes to an end when you see the urgency of it, when you see
the importance of it, when you see for yourself what thought has done,
the mischief, the divisions, how technological advancement is used by
thought to destroy people, to corrupt people. When you yourself see
the fact of the effect of thought, that very perception is the ending of
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thought. That means that awareness is not something to be practised. To
be aware is to be aware of the birds, the sea, the movement of the water; to
be aware of things outwardly, the terrible confusion which the politicians
are creating in the world; to see what the priests have done, what religions
have done; to be aware of your environment, how you are destroying it,
polluting the air; and to be aware of yourself in relation to another and
in relation to nature. Just to be aware, not trying to correct it, to shape
it. Then out of that awareness comes attention, total attention. In that
attention, thought comes to an end.
I will show it to you. Are you listening to what is being said? Don’t
say yes. I don’t think so. Are you completely, totally, with your mind,
with your body, with your nerves, with your heart, listening to what is
being said? When you are listening so intently, is there any movement of
thought? At the moment, in the act of listening, seeing, thought is quiet.
A second later it comes into being. Then your question is: how am I to
maintain or continue that second of quietness? That is a wrong question
to put, because you can never sustain that moment of attention. If you
want to sustain it, that is another form of greed. But if you understand,
if you listen now, completely, there is no consciousness with its content
as the ‘me’ which is trying to listen. There is only the act of listening,
without any interpretation, Just to listen. That is ending of thought.
We are never attentive. We talk about it; we go to a school to learn
about it, or go to Japan or India or God knows where else, to learn to be
attentive. Which means we are never learning. Your ‘going to learn’ is
different from learning. The act of learning is always in the present.
So meditation is the most extraordinary thing if you know what it is.
But you don’t know what it is, so don’t listen to anybody, including the
speaker. Don’t join any groups. I am not advising you, it is just if you
are interested. Don’t follow any system, any person who says, ‘I know’.
Anyone who says, ‘I know,’ does not know.
You, in your own life of understanding, will come upon this strange
energy which is incorruptible. This energy is the highest form of
intelligence. That intelligence is not come by or through any form of
effort, however subtle, however stupid, however cunning. It comes
naturally when you see the energy that has been wasted in mischief.
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You know, we use music, literature, poetry, and a sunset as a means to
go off, as a means to something else. There is no means to reality. You are
not silent because you want something new. Then you are contriving,
then you are cunning, then you become a merchant. Whereas if you really
understand this, in a life in which you have brought about order out of
disorder through understanding yourself without effort, then when you
have that foundation really well laid, you will come upon this strange
energy. And that transforms the whole mentation, the whole business
of life.
Santa Monica, 26 March 1972
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FOUNDATION REPORT
International Trustees Meetings (28 September to 4 October 2010)
Trustees of the four Krishnamurti Foundations (joined by observers from
Krishnamurti Link International) met for one week in Spain for the
International Trustees Meetings. These meetings provided an opportunity
to discuss in depth the current issues concerning the work of the different
Foundations, Schools, publications, archives and the jkrishnamurti
website. After some very fruitful discussions, important decisions were
taken, including:
•

•

•

To implement the creation of an online shop for digital downloads
of video and audio files at www.jkrishnamurti.org. The prices at this
online shop will be at the lower end. In order to make the teachings of
Krishnamurti more widely available, free material will constantly be
included and the website will soon include programmes in different
languages.
Teachers and people interested in education from the different
Foundations and Schools will explore the possibility of creating an
online (with residential components) teacher training course based
on Krishnamurti’s insights into education.
Krishnamurti Foundation Trust will take over the coordination of
the Complete Teachings project in collaboration with the other
Foundations. This huge project, initiated in 2001, will see to the
editing and publication of all of Krishnamurti’s teachings.
NEW RELEASES

New Book in English
Where Can peace be Found? will be published by Shambhala in January
2011.
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Translated Books
Chinese: The Transformation of Man; Relationships: to Oneself, to Others,
to the World; The Mirror of Relationship; The Whole movement of Life is
Learning; The Krishnamurti Reader.
French: Krishnamurti’s Notebook (new edition); Krishnamurti: A Biography
(Pupul Jayakar); Love, Sex and Chastity.
Japanese: Krishnamurti: 100 Years; Krishnamurti’s Notebook (new edition);
The Future is Now.
Digital Media
We are now concentrating our efforts to make available the newly
digitized video and audio recordings. See below for the list of our latest
DVD releases, including increasing numbers of titles available in other
languages.
The audio recordings which were translated from English are now starting
to be available free on www.jkrishnamurti.org, beginning with Spanish
and Portuguese. We will also make available the newly produced audio
recordings in English on MP3 discs and digital downloads at the new
online shop linked to the jkrishnamurti website.
The following new items are available at www.kfoundation.org (click on
On-line Shop), along with over 100 DVDs previously available:
DVDs in English
• Conversations with Eugene Schallert, San Diego, 1972 (2)
• Conversations with Dr. Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, 1972 (2)
• Conversations with Dr. Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, 1974 (18)
• Conversations with Pupul Jayakar, 1981, 1982 and 1983 (5)
• Dialogues with Five Teachers at Brockwood Park, 1979 (3)
• Dialogues with Four Students at Brockwood Park, 1985 (3)
• Dialogues with Teachers at Rishi Valley, 1985 (2)
• Public Meetings in Madras, India, 1980-1981 (6)
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• Public Meetings in Saanen, Switzerland, 1982 (8)
• Public Meetings in Ojai, California, 1980 (10)
• Public Meetings in Ojai, California, 1984 (6)
• Beyond Myth and Tradition series (12)
Beyond Myth and Tradition is a twelve-part series made by Krishnamurti
Foundation of America in 1997. Each programme focuses on a particular
aspect of life and presents relevant excerpts from Krishnamurti’s talks
and discussions filmed at different times around the world. This series
offers a very good introduction to Krishnamurti’s teachings, whilst also
conveying their scope, depth and relevancy in today’s world.
DVD Translations
Chinese
• Public Meetings in Ojai, California, 1984 (6)
Danish
• Conversations with Eugene Schallert, San Diego, 1972 (2)
Finnish
• Public Meetings in Ojai, California, 1984 (6)
French
• Conversations with Dr. Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, 1974 (18)
• Dialogues with Five Teachers at Brockwood Park, 1979 (3)
• Public Meetings in Ojai, California, 1984 (6)
• Conversations with Pupul Jayakar, 1983 (2)
German
• Conversations with Dr. Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, 1974 (18)
• Conversations with Eugene Schallert, San Diego, 1972 (2)
Greek
• 1st Conversation with Dr. Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, 1974
Italian
• Public Meetings in Madras, India, 1985-1986 (3)
• Public Meetings in Ojai, California, 1984 (6)
• Conversations with Eugene Schallert, San Diego, 1972 (2)
Portuguese
• Conversations with Eugene Schallert, San Diego, 1972 (2)
• Public Meetings in Ojai, California, 1984 (6)
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Spanish
• Conversations with Eugene Schallert, San Diego, 1972 (2)
• Public Meetings in Ojai, California, 1984 (6)
Email version of the KFT Bulletin
Please help us save money and the energy associated with paper
manufacture and distribution. If you prefer to receive our Bulletin or
Annual Appeal by email rather than on paper, please enter your email
address and contact details in our Guestbook at www.kfoundation.org
We hope you enjoy receiving the Bulletin. However, if you would rather
not receive any information please email unsubscribe@brockwood.org.
uk with UNSUBSCRIBE-BULLETIN as subject. If you would like to
permanently delete your contact details from our database, please send
an email to contact@kfoundation.org with the subject DELETE.
Legacies
Legacies provide critically-needed funds for continuing holistic education
and preserving Krishnamurti’s work and making it available. They can
also provide a significant tax relief to the donor. You may register your
bequest with your lawyer who in turn will contact us.
If you have a question, Clive Gray, KFT Company Secretary, welcomes
your enquiry: + 44 (0)1962 793 820 or clive.gray@brockwood.org.uk
Volunteers
If you would like to help us with our subtitles programme for our DVDs
(English and/or translations) please email administrator@kfoundation.
org
Volunteers are needed to transcribe and verify transcripts of audio
recordings. If you would like to help, please email archives@kfoundation.
org
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THE KRISHNAMURTI CENTRE
Theme Weekends and Study Retreats are for those who would like to
inquire together in an atmosphere of openness with like-minded people.
These events are for those who are acquainted with the teachings as well
as for those who are new to them. Videos or audios of Krishnamurti’s
talks are followed by dialogues among the participants. These dialogues
are usually found to be helpful in deepening one’s understanding of dayto-day issues. Both events start on Friday at lunchtime and end after
lunch on the last day.
Theme Weekends and Study Retreats for 2011
February, Friday 18th to Sunday 20th
What is the cause of division?
March, Friday 18th to Wednesday 23rd
Is total security real or an illusion?
April, Friday 22nd to Sunday 24th
The awakening of intelligence
May, Friday 20th to Sunday 22nd
Reading the book of mankind
June, Saturday 18th
Introduction to Krishnamurti’s Teachings
July, Friday 8th to Wednesday 13th
The first step is the last step
August, Saturday 27th
Introduction to Krishnamurti’s Teachings
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September, Friday 23rd to Sunday 25th
The central root of fear
October, Saturday 8th
Introduction to Krishnamurti’s Teachings
October, Friday 14th to Sunday 16th
What is the meaning of death?
November, Friday 18th to Wednesday 23rd
Truth is a pathless land
INFORMATION FROM INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEES
FINLAND
New contact information:
Krishnamurti Tiedotusyhdistys ry
c/o Sakari Lehtinen
Kapteeninkatu 5 D 48
00140 Helsinki
info@krishnamurti.fi
www.krishnamurti.fi
Video showings in 2011 (starting at 14.00 each day) at the Public Library
Meeting Room, Rikhardinkatu 3, Helsinki. The Saanen 1981 talks, and
Conversations with Pupul Jayakar in 1983 series will be shown:
29th and 30th January
26th and 27th February
26th and 27th March
16th and 17th April
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ITALY
Various video showings in Milano.
23rd to 27th of April 2011
International retreat at Casa della Pace (Italy) with Prof. Krishna.
For more information please contact santandrea@casadellapace.org or
call +39 0 7593 3058
For a complete list of the activities happening in Italy please go to
www.krishnamurti.it
PORTUGAL
Regular DVD showings in Braga
Contact 35 1965 477360 / 35 1969 734650
Regular meetings in Faro, Algarve
Organised by Maria Conceicao Monteiro. Contact + 35 1934 002960
SWITZERLAND
Exploration of the work of J. Krishnamurti
23rd to 30th of July 2011
Parents and children educational week, at Chalet Alpenblick in Gstaad
‘Learning together’
30th of July to 13th of August 2011
Main gathering in Muerrren near Interlaken (altitude 1650m - reachable
by cable car only)
Week l: ‘The awakening of intelligence’
Week 2: ‘In this world of crisis, what is a religious mind?’
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This international meeting attracts people from different parts of the
world. We feel that the atmosphere of friendliness, seriousness, silence
and togetherness is important in order to sustain a quality of listening
and observation.
13th to 20th August 2011
Mountain retreat for young people in Bourg-St-Pierre Valais.
A balanced programme of videos, dialogues, walks and of course time for
enjoyment.
For information please contact giseleballeys@hotmail.com
Gisele Balleys, 7a. ch. Floraire, 1225 Chêne-Bourg, Geneva,
Switzerland.
JKRISHNAMURTI.ORG
We are pleased to announce that this website is now available in Portuguese
and Spanish, with translated Krishnamurti material in text, audio and
video form. Other translations will follow in the coming months.
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C. I. K.
c/o Daniel Herschthal, Humboldt 2208 5A
1426, Ciudad, Buenos Aires
+ 54 11 4776 6532
daniel@fkla.org / www.fkla.org
Krishnamurti Australia
Leon Horsnell, 54 Michie Street, Wanniassa ACT. 2903
+ 61 (0)2 6231 6738
Leonh@pcug.org.au / www.krishnamurtiaustralia.org
Gerald Reardon
P O Box 40, Mudgeeraba, Queensland 4213
gerald.reardon@gmail.com
Krishnamurti-Forum D|A|CH
Klara & Bernd Hollstein, Zwerenberg 34
D-71560 Sulzbach, GERMANY
+ 49 (0)71 93 91 10 71
k-forum@akffeev.de / www.jkrishnamurti.de
Krishnamurti Comite Belgie vzw (Flemish)
Jef De Smet, Eglantierlaan, 86, B-2610, Wilrijk
+ 32 (9) 223 7067 / jef.desmet@skynet.be
Comite Belge Krishnamurti (French)
Mina Aloupi, 9 Normandylaan, B-1933 Sterrebeek
+ 32 (2) 782 05 88
Krishnamurti.belgique@telenet.be / www.krishnamurti.be
C. I. K.
c/o Mario Hammerschlag
Ramon Rojas 334, Tarija
+ 591 466 43517 / mariohammer_2@hotmail.com
Instituicao Cultural Krishnamurti
Rua dos Andradas, 29 Sala 1007
RJ 20051-000, Rio de Janeiro
+ 55 (0)21 232 2646
j.krishnamurti@uol.com.br / www.krishnamurti.com.br
Centro Tiradentes
Rachel Fernandes, Rua Joao Batista Ramalho, 207, MG
CEP 36325-000, Tiradentes
+ 55 (32) 3355 1277 / rachelrf@mgconecta.com.br
Philippov Philippe
Maestro Kanev 7, 1618 Sofia
or 154 Grotewinkellaan, 1853 Grimbergen, Belgium
+ 359 (0)2 267 1627 / filip.filipov@abr.be
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K.I.C.M.
PO Box 543, Station B, H3B 3K3, Montreal, Quebec
+ (1) 514 937 8869
info@krishnamurtimontreal.org
www.krishnamurtimontreal.org
Associacion Krishnamurti de Colombia
c/o Carlos Calle, Apartado Aereo 43, Rionegro, Antioquia
+ 57 4 531 9055 / asokrishnacol@hotmail.com
Krishnamurti Komiteen
Henrik Petersen, Thorsgade 85, 1, Tv.
Copenhagen N, 2200
shp7772003@yahoo.dk / www.krishnamurti.dk
C. I. K.
c/o Wm Hernandez, C. P. 17-08-8424, Quito
+ (593) 2 237 8032
whernancez@nrgecu.com
Krishnamurti Committee Egypt
Mr Y. K. Abagui, 17 Shagaret El Dorr, Zamalek, Cairo
+ 20 2 735 1554
sycamore@internetegypt.com
Krishnamurti Tiedotusyhdistys ry
c/o Sakari Lehtinen, Kapteeninkatu 5 D 48
00140 Helsinki
info@krishnamurti.fi / www.krishnamurti.fi
Association Culturelle Krishnamurti
7, rue du General Guilhem, 75011 Paris
+ 33 1 4021 3333
ack@krishnamurti-france.org / www.krishnamurti-france.org
Krishnamurti-Forum D|A|CH
Klara & Bernd Hollstein, Zwerenberg 34
D-71560 Sulzbach
+ 49 71 9391 1071
k-forum@akffeev.de / www.jkrishnamurti.de
Krishnamurti Library
Mr N Pilavios, Tim Filimonos 22, 115 21 Athens
+ 30 1 210 64 36681
info@klibrary.gr / www.klibrary.gr
Krishnamurti Committee Hong Kong
Angela Wong, H1 No.7 Victoriana Ave, Royal
Palms, Yuen Long
+ 852 2877 1661
angelawong422@hotmail.com
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Nadpodo P Semadi, J1 Asem Dua no27
Cipete Selatan 12410, Jakarta
+ 62 21 766 7839
nadpodo@yahoo.com / www.krishnamurti.or.id
Krishnamurti Committee Ireland
Alastair Herron, 7 Rosetta Park, Belfast, BT6 ODJ
+ 44 (0)2890 648387
alastair@krishnamurti.me / www.krishnamurti.me
Krishnamurti Committee Israel
Avraham Jacoby, Shear Iashoov St No 3/14
Ramat Gan 52276
jacoby@canit.co.il
Krishnamurti Committee Italy
Olga Fedeli, Via Ai Prati 13, 28040 Lesa, Novara
+ 39 0322 7261
fedeliolga@gmail.com / www.krishnamurti.it
Zafira Al-Labadi
PO Box 911182, Amman 11191, Jordan
+ 962 777 225590
zafira.labadi@gmail.com
Committee Malaysia
Casey Tiew, HB-4-2, Lorong Kenari, 11900 Sg. Ara, Penang
+ 60 4 644 8228
caseytw@yahoo.com
Holistic Education Network
Devendra Nath Dowlut, 16 Av. Capucines
Quatre Bornes
devendra@intnet.mu
Krishnamurti Study Centre Nepal
Arun Shrestha, Tushita Rest House
PO Box 3004, Kathmandu
+ 977 1 226 977
fort@mos.com.np
Stichting Krishnamurti Nederland
Peter Jonkers, Jan Gossaertlaan 11, 3723 CM, Bilthoven
+ 31 30 229 0741
hzz.pj@freeler.nl / www.krishnamurti.nl
Krishnamurti Association New Zealand
Jane Evans, 64 Ryburn Rd, RD4, Hamilton, 3284
kanzadmin@gmail.com / www.krishnamurti-nz.org
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NORWAY 		
			
			
			
PHILIPPINES		
			
			
			
			
			
POLAND		
			
			
			
PORTUGAL		
			
			
			
			
ROMANIA		
			
			
SINGAPORE		
			
			
			
			
SLOVENIA		
			
			
			
SOUTH AFRICA
			
			
			
			
SOUTH KOREA		
			
			
			
			
			

Krishnamurti Committee Norway
Helge K Lovdal, Frantzebratveien 9, 0283 Oslo
+ 47 9 521 0366
helge.lovdal@nho.no / www.krishnamurti.no
Krishnamurti Information Centre Philippines
Prof. Arturo M Perez, D-106 Hardin Bogainvillea
Pook Aguinaldo, University Philippines
Diliman, 1101, Quezon City
+ 63 2 489 8657
amperez@up.edu.ph
Krishnamurti Committee Poland
Felix Gorski, Mieleckiego 7/2, 61-494 Poznan
+ 48 61 833 3782
szczesnyg@tlen.pl
Nucleo Cultural Krishnamurti
Ivone Apolinário & João Quintas,
Rua Cândido Oliveira, 75, 4º Trás, 4715-012 Braga
+ 351 965 477360 / 969 734650
nucleok@sapo.pt / www.kfoundation.org/portugal/index
Krishnamurti Cultural Association
Mariana Straton
flight77_2000@yahoo.com
Krishnamurti Committee Singapore
Peter Awyong, 80 Raffles Place
#18-00 UOB Plaza 1, 048624
+ 65 9186 9759
krishnamurti_singapore@yahoo.com.sg
Krishnamurti Committee Slovenia
Viktor Krasevec, Ziherlova ulica 39, 1000 Ljubjana
+ 386 1 281 10 81
viktor.krasevec@siol.net
Krishnamurti Learning Centre of South Africa
Mrs Rose Doel, 30A Tully Allen Road
Rondebosh, Capetown 7700
+ 27 (0)21 685 2269
rosedoel@telkomsa.net
Krishnamurti Committee Korea
Prof. Young Ho Kim, Department of Philosophy
Inha University, 253 Yonghyun-Dong
Nam-Ku, Inchon 402-751
+ 82 (0)16 9551 6002
yohokim@hotmail.com / www.ikck.org
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SPAIN			
			
			
			
SRI LANKA		
			
			
			
SWEDEN		
			
			
			
			
SWITZERLAND		
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
THAILAND		
			
			
			
			
TURKEY		
			
			
			
UGANDA		
			
			
			
VENEZUELA		
			
			
			
			
			
VIETNAM		
			
			
			

Fundación Krishnamurti Latinoamericana
Calle San Isidre 3,Jávea, Alicante 03730
+ 34 966 460 530 E: fkl@fkla.org
www.fkla.org
Krishnamurti Centre Sri Lanka
Ravi Palihawadna, No 310 High Level Road
Colombo 06
ravi.paliha@gmail.com
Krishnamurti Centre of Sweden
Sten Frodin, Rymdvagen 1, SE-175 60 Jarfalla
+ 46 (0)8511 77834
krishnamurtistockholm@telia.com
www.abc.se/~m437
Gisele Balleys
7A Chemin Floraire, CH1225 Chene-Bourg/Geneva
+ 41 (0)22 349 66 74
giseleballeys@hotmail.com
Krishnamurti Forum Zurich
Martin Mattli, Zelglistrasse 34, CH8634, Hombrechtikon
+ 41 (0)55 244 2331
k-forum@krishnamurti.ch / www.krishnamurti.ch
The Anveekshana
P O Box 5, Tunglung Post Office, T.Patong A.
Hadyai, Songkhla, 90230
+ 66 (0) 81 328 7132
questfoundation@gmail.com / www.anveekshana.org
Krishnamurti Committee Turkey
Barbaras Blvd. No: 18/5, Balmumcu, Istanbul
+ 90 (0)212 274 33 38
kinfo@fuarplus.com
Krishnamurti Committee Uganda
Deogratius Ssemakula, P O Box 1419, Masaka, East Africa
+ 256 7598 9692 / + 256 4812 0514
deossemakula@yahoo.com
C. I. K.
Marco Bonilla, Calle Roraima
Quinta Zeiba #72 Entra Avda., Rio de Janeiro y Avda
Araure., Chuao, Caracas 1060
+ 58 (0)212 991 8627
kvenezuela@hotmail.com
Krishnamurti Committee Vietnam
Nguyen Tan Loc
98 Ly Tu Trong Street District 1, HCMC
tanloc_kr@yahoo.com
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THE KRISHNAMURTI SCHOOLS

						
UK			
Brockwood Park School
			
Bramdean, Hampshire SO24 0LQ
			
admin@brockwood.org.uk
			
www.brockwood.org.uk
			
(International Boarding School, ages 14 to 19)
INDIA			
Rishi Valley Education Centre
			
Rishi Valley Post, Chittoor District
			
517 352, A.P
			
office@rishivalley.org
			
(Boarding school, ages 9 to 18)
			
Rajghat Education Centre			
			
Rajghat Fort, Varanasi
			
221 001, U.P.
			
kfivns@satyam.net.in
			
(Ages 7 to 18 & 19 to 21)
			
The School – KFI						
			
Damodar Gardens, Besant Avenue, Adyar			
			
Chennai 600 020
			
alcyone@satyam.net.in
			
(Day school, ages 4 to 18)
			
The Valley School						
			
‘Haridvanam’, Thatguni					
			
Bangalore 560 062
			
thevalleyschool@vsnl.net
			
(Day and Boarding, ages 6 to 18)
			
Bal-Anand						
			
Akash-Deep, 28 Dongersi Road, Malabar
			
Bombay 400 006
			
(An after-school centre for young children)
			
Sahyadri School				
			
Amresh Kumar Tiwai Hill, Rajgurunagar			
			
District, Pune 410513, Maharashtra
			
sahyadrischool@vsnl.net
			
(Boarding school, age 9 onwards)
USA			
The Oak Grove School
			
220 West Lomita Avenue
			
Ojai, CA 93023
			
office@oakgroveschool.com
			
(Day School, ages 3 1/2 to 19,
			
Boarding school, ages 10 to 19)
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THE KRISHNAMURTI FOUNDATIONS

									

UK			
			
			
			
			
			
INDIA			
			
			
			
			
			
LATIN 		
			
			
			
			
			
USA			
			
			
			
			
			

Krishnamurti Foundation Trust
Brockwood Park, Bramdean, Hampshire
SO24 0LQ UK
+ 44 (0)1962 771 525
info@kfoundation.org
www.kfoundation.org
Krishnamurti Foundation India
Vasanta Vihar, 64/5 Greenways Road
Chennai 600 028, India
+ 91 44 2493 7803
kfihq@md2.vsnl.net.in
www.kfionline.org
Fundacion Krishnamurti Latinoamericana
Calle San Isidre 3, Jávea
Alicante 03730, Spain
+ 34 96 646 0530
fkl@fkla.org
www.fkla.org
Krishnamurti Foundation of America
PO Box 1560, Ojai CA
93024-1560 USA
+1 805 646 2726
kfa@kfa.org
www.kfa.org
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KRISHNAMURTI FOUNDATION TRUST DONATION FORM
Please print clearly
Name ....................................................................................................................
Address .................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
I/we would like my/our gift to help (please tick):








KFT’s general charitable objectives
Preserve and publish Krishnamurti’s work
Krishnamurti on the Internet
Brockwood Park School
The Krishnamurti Centre
Inwoods Small School
Provide promising students with scholarships

Enclosed is a cheque/postal order for £ .................
Payable to Krishnamurti Foundation Trust
Credit Cards
Amount in words £ ...............................................................................................
Card Number .......................................................................................................
Expiry Date ......../........ Issue No./Valid from ......../........
Signature .................................................................Date ....................................
Direct transfers
National Westminster Bank, 5 East St, Alresford, Hants SO24 9EE
Sort Code 51-61-09, Account No. 04128966 for Krishnamurti Foundation
Trust, Ref. Code: Bulletin 2010
Non UK transfers
IBAN No. GB67 NWBK 51610904128966, BIC NW BK GB 2L
Krishnamurti Foundation Trust, Brockwood Park, Bramdean, Hants, SO24 OLQ, UK

MAKING A REGULAR CONTRIBUTION
If you would like to make a regular contribution to the Krishnamurti Foundation
Trust from your UK bank account, please complete the following:
 £20  £100  Other £ ............... Each month until further notice
Please debit my account number ..........................................................................
Bank Sort Code ....................................................................................................
Starting on (date) .................................................................................................
Please allow at least one month between signing this form and the date of your
first payment.
Signature .................................................................Date ....................................
To the Manager (Bank name and address) ............................................................
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
American taxpayers can obtain a tax deduction by donating through The
American Fund for Charities. If you wish to support Brockwood you are able to
offset your gift on your tax return to the US Internal Revenue.
Gift Aid - Tax Free Giving
If you are a UK taxpayer please tick the box below so we can claim back 28p for
every £1 you give - at no extra cost to you.
 I would like the Krishnamurti Foundation Trust to treat the 		
donations I make from today’s date as Gift Aid donations. 			
(Please tell us if your donations no longer qualify for Gift Aid.)
Signature .................................................................Date ....................................
 No, I am not a UK taxpayer.
The Data Protection Act gives you the right to advise us if you do not wish to
receive any mailings.
Krishnamurti Foundation Trust, Brockwood Park, Bramdean, Hants, SO24 OLQ, UK

Krishnamurti Foundation Trust
Brockwood Park, Bramdean
Hampshire SO24 0LQ UK
info@kfoundation.org
www.kfoundation.org
www.jkrishnamurti.org

